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Chapter 2

The geometry clipmap introduced in Losasso and Hoppe 2004 is a new level-of-detail
structure for rendering terrains. It caches terrain geometry in a set of nested regular
grids, which are incrementally shifted as the viewer moves. The grid structure provides
a number of benefits over previous irregular-mesh techniques: simplicity of data struc-
tures, smooth visual transitions, steady rendering rate, graceful degradation, efficient
compression, and runtime detail synthesis. In this chapter, we describe a GPU-based
implementation of geometry clipmaps, enabled by vertex textures. By processing terrain
geometry as a set of images, we can perform nearly all computations on the GPU itself,
thereby reducing CPU load. The technique is easy to implement, and allows interactive
flight over a 20-billion-sample grid of the United States stored in just 355 MB of mem-
ory, at around 90 frames per second.

2.1 Review of Geometry Clipmaps
In large outdoor environments, the geometry of terrain landscapes can require signifi-
cant storage and rendering bandwidth. Numerous level-of-detail techniques have been
developed to adapt the triangulation of the terrain mesh as a function of the view.
However, most such techniques involve runtime creation and modification of mesh
structures (vertex and index buffers), which can prove expensive on current graphics
architectures. Moreover, use of irregular meshes generally requires processing by the
CPU, and many applications such as games are already CPU-limited.

2.1 Review of Geometry Clipmaps
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The geometry clipmap framework (Losasso and Hoppe 2004) treats the terrain as a
2D elevation image, prefiltering it into a mipmap pyramid of L levels as illustrated in
Figure 2-1. For complex terrains, the full pyramid is too large to fit in memory. The
geometry clipmap structure caches a square window of n×n samples within each level,
much like the texture clipmaps of Tanner et al. 1998. These windows correspond to a
set of nested regular grids centered about the viewer, as shown in Figure 2-2. Note that
the finer-level windows have smaller spatial extent than the coarser ones. The aim is to
maintain triangles that are uniformly sized in screen space. With a clipmap size
n = 255, the triangles are approximately 5 pixels wide in a 1024×768 window.

Only the finest level is rendered as a complete grid square. In all other levels, we render
a hollow “ring,” which omits the interior region already rendered at finer resolutions.

As the viewer moves, the clipmap windows are shifted and updated with new data. To
permit efficient incremental updates, the clipmap window in each level is accessed
toroidally, that is, with 2D wraparound addressing (see Section 2.4).

One of the challenges with the clipmap structure is to hide the boundaries between suc-
cessive resolution levels, while at the same time maintaining a watertight mesh and
avoiding temporal popping artifacts. The nested grid structure of the geometry clipmap
provides a simple solution. The key idea is to introduce a transition region near the outer
perimeter of each level, whereby the geometry and textures are smoothly morphed to
interpolate the next-coarser level (see Figure 2-3). These transitions are efficiently imple-
mented in the vertex and pixel shaders, respectively.

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps

Figure 2-1. How Geometry Clipmaps Work
Given a filtered terrain pyramid of L levels, the geometry clipmap caches a square window at each
resolution level. From these windows, we extract a set of L nested “rings” centered about the
viewer. The finest-level ring is filled in.
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The nested grid structure of the geometry clipmap also enables effective compression
and synthesis. It allows the prediction of the elevation data for each level by upsampling
the data from the coarser level. Thus, one need only store or synthesize the residual
detail added to this predicted signal.

2.1 Review of Geometry Clipmaps 29

Figure 2-2. Terrain Rendering Using a Coarse Geometry Clipmap
Illustration of terrain rendering using a coarse geometry clipmap (size n = 31, L = 10). Each
colored ring is formed from a different clipmap level.

Figure 2-3. Achieving Visual Continuity by Blending Within Transition Regions
(a) Transition regions (in purple). (b) Without blending. (c) With blending.

(a) (b) (c)
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2.2 Overview of GPU Implementation
The original implementation of geometry clipmaps presented in Losasso and Hoppe
2004 represents each clipmap level as a traditional vertex buffer. Because the GPU cur-
rently lacks the ability to modify vertex buffers, that implementation required signifi-
cant intervention by the CPU to both update and render the clipmap (see Table 2-1).

In this chapter, we describe an implementation of geometry clipmaps using vertex tex-
tures. This is advantageous because the 2D grid data of each clipmap window is much
more naturally stored as a 2D texture, rather than being artificially linearized into a 1D
vertex buffer.

Recall that the clipmap has L levels, each containing a grid of n×n geometric samples.
Our approach is to split the (x, y, z) geometry of the samples into two parts:

● The (x, y) coordinates are stored as constant vertex data.

● The z coordinate is stored as a single-channel 2D texture—the elevation map. We
define a separate n×n elevation map texture for each clipmap level. These textures are
updated as the clipmap levels shift with the viewer’s motion.

Because clipmap levels are uniform 2D grids, their (x, y) coordinates are regular, and
thus constant up to a translation and scale. Therefore, we define a small set of read-only

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps

Table 2-1. Comparison with Original CPU Implementation 
Our implementation of geometry clipmaps using vertex textures moves nearly all operations
to the GPU.

Original Implementation1 GPU-Based Implementation
Elevation Data In vertex buffer In 2D vertex texture
Vertex Buffer Incrementally updated by CPU Constant!
Index Buffer Generated every frame by CPU Constant!
Upsampling CPU GPU
Decompression CPU CPU
Synthesis CPU GPU
Adding Residuals CPU GPU
Normal-Map Update CPU GPU
Transition Blends GPU GPU

1. Losasso and Hoppe 2004.
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vertex and index buffers, which describe 2D “footprints,” and repeatedly instance these
footprints both within and across resolution levels, as described in Section 2.3.2.

The vertices obtain their z elevations by sampling the elevation map as a vertex texture.
Accessing a texture in the vertex shader is a new feature in DirectX 9 Shader Model 3.0,
and is supported by GPUs such as the NVIDIA GeForce 6 Series.

Storing the elevation data as a set of images allows direct processing using the GPU
rasterization pipeline (as noted in Table 2-1). For the case of synthesized terrains, all
runtime computations (elevation-map upsampling, terrain detail synthesis, normal-
map computation, and rendering) are performed entirely within the graphics card,
leaving the CPU basically idle. For compressed terrains, the CPU incrementally decom-
presses and uploads data to the graphics card (see Section 2.4).

2.2.1 Data Structures
To summarize, the main data structures are as follows. We predefine a small set of con-
stant vertex and index buffers to encode the (x, y) geometry of the clipmap grids. And
for each level 0 . . . L−1, we allocate an elevation map (a 1-channel floating-point 2D
texture) and a normal map (a 4-channel 8-bit 2D texture). All these data structures
reside in video memory.

2.2.2 Clipmap Size
Because the outer perimeter of each level must lie on the grid of the next-coarser level (as
shown in Figure 2-4), the grid size n must be odd. Hardware may be optimized for tex-
ture sizes that are powers of 2, so we choose n = 2k−1 (that is, 1 less than a power of 2)
leaving 1 row and 1 column of the textures unused. Most of our examples use n = 255.

The choice of grid size n = 2k−1 has the further advantage that the finer level is never
exactly centered with respect to its parent next-coarser level. In other words, it is always
offset by 1 grid unit either left or right, as well as either top or bottom (see Figure 2-4),
depending on the position of the viewpoint. In fact, it is necessary to allow a finer level
to shift while its next-coarser level stays fixed, and therefore the finer level must some-
times be off-center with respect to the next-coarser level. An alternative choice of grid
size, such as n = 2k−3, would provide the possibility for exact centering, but it would
still require the handling of off-center cases and thus result in greater overall complexity.

2.2 Overview of GPU Implementation 31
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2.3 Rendering

2.3.1 Active Levels
Although we have allocated L levels for the clipmap, we often render (and update) only
a set of active levels 0 . . . L′−1, where the number of levels L′ ≤ L is based on the
height of the viewpoint over the underlying terrain. The motivation is that when the
viewer is sufficiently high, the finest clipmap levels are unnecessarily dense and in fact
result in aliasing artifacts. Specifically, we deactivate levels for which the grid extent is
smaller than 2.5h, where h is the viewer height above the terrain. Since all the terrain
data resides in video memory, computing h involves reading back one point sample
(immediately below the viewpoint) from the elevation map texture of the finest active
level (L′−1). This readback incurs a small cost, so we perform it only every few frames.
Of course, we render level L′−1 using a complete square rather than a hollow ring.

The implementation described in Losasso and Hoppe 2004 allows “cropping” of a level
if its data was not fully updated during viewer motion. To simplify our GPU imple-
mentation, we have decided to forgo this feature. We instead assume that a level is ei-
ther fully updated or declared inactive.

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps

Figure 2-4. Two Successive Clipmap Rings
Note that vertices of the coarser level are coincident with those of the finer level at the interlevel
boundary. This property is crucial for avoiding cracks in the rendered terrain.
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2.3.2 Vertex and Index Buffers
As explained earlier, we represent the grid (x, y) values as vertex data, while storing the z
elevation values as a one-channel floating-point texture. A brute-force approach would
be to define a single vertex buffer containing the (x, y) data for the entire ring within a
level. To both reduce memory costs and enable view frustum culling, we instead break
the ring into smaller 2D footprint pieces, as illustrated in Figure 2-5.

Most of the ring is created using 12 blocks (shown in gray) of size m×m, where m =
(n + 1)/4. Since the 2D grid is regular, the (x, y) geometries of all blocks within a level
are identical up to a translation. Moreover, they are also identical across levels up to a
uniform scale. Therefore, we can render the (x, y) geometries of all terrain blocks using
a single read-only vertex buffer and index buffer, by letting the vertex shader scale and
translate the block (x, y) geometry using a few parameters.

For our default clipmap size n = 255, this canonical block has 64×64 vertices. The
index buffer encodes a set of indexed triangle strips whose lengths are chosen for opti-
mal vertex caching. We use 16-bit indices for the index buffer, which allows a maxi-
mum block size of m = 256 and therefore a maximum clipmap size of n = 1023.

2.3 Rendering 33

Figure 2-5. Partitioning a Clipmap Ring
Each clipmap ring is partitioned into a set of 2D footprints: 12 block instances, ring fix-up, and
interior trim.
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However, the union of the 12 blocks does not completely cover the ring. We fill the
small remaining gaps using a few additional 2D footprints, as explained next. Note that
in practice, these additional regions have a very small area compared to the regular m×m
blocks, as revealed in Figure 2-6. First, there is a gap of (n − 1) − ((m − 1) × 4) = 2
quads at the middle of each ring side. We patch these gaps using four m×3 fix-up re-
gions (shown in green in Figures 2-5 and 2-6). We encode these regions using one vertex
and index buffer, and we reuse these buffers across all levels. Second, there is a gap of one
quad on two sides of the interior ring perimeter, to accommodate the off-center finer
level. This L-shaped strip (shown in blue) can lie at any of four possible locations (top-
left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right), depending on the relative position of the fine
level inside the coarse level. We define four vertex and one index buffer for this interior
trim, and we reuse these across all levels.

Also, we render a string of degenerate triangles (shown in orange) on the outer perimeter.
These zero-area triangles are necessary to avoid mesh T-junctions. Finally, for the finest
level, we fill the ring interior with four additional blocks and one more L-shaped region.

Because the footprint (x, y) coordinates are local, these do not require 32-bit precision,
so we pack them into a D3DDECLTYPE_SHORT2, requiring only 4 bytes per vertex. In
the future, it may be possible to compute the (x, y) coordinates within the m×m block
from the vertex index i itself as (fmod(i, m), floor(i/m)).

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps

Figure 2-6. Visualizing the Nested Grid Structure
For practical clipmap sizes, most of the terrain is rendered using instances of the m×m block. Left:
top view of terrain, showing each nested grid composed of 12 blocks. Right: forward view, showing
nested grid structure and final shaded terrain.
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2.3.3 View Frustum Culling
View frustum culling is done at the block level on the CPU. Each block is extruded by
[zmin, zmax] and intersected with the view frustum in 3D. It is rendered only if this inter-
section is nonempty. Depending on the view direction, the rendering load is reduced by
a factor of 2 to 3 for a 90-degree field of view, as shown in Figure 2-7.

2.3.4 DrawPrimitive Calls
For each level, we make up to 14 DrawPrimitive (DP) calls: 12 for the blocks, 1 for
the interior trim, and 1 for the remaining triangles. With view frustum culling, on
average only 4 of the 12 blocks are rendered each frame. The finest level requires 5
more calls to fill the interior hole. Thus, overall we make 6L + 5 (71 for L = 11) DP
calls per frame on average. This total number could be further reduced to 3L + 2 (35)
by instancing all blocks rendered in each level using a single DP call.

2.3 Rendering 35

Figure 2-7. View Frustum Culling
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2.3.5 The Vertex Shader
The same vertex shader is applied to the rendering of all 2D footprints described previ-
ously. First, given the footprint (x, y) coordinates, the shader computes the world (x, y)
coordinates using a simple scaling and translation. Next, it reads the z value from the
elevation map stored in the vertex texture. No texture filtering is necessary because the
vertices correspond one-to-one with the texture samples.

For smooth transitions, the vertex shader blends the geometry near the outer boundary
of each level with that of the next-coarser level. It computes the blending parameter α
based on the (x, y) location relative to the continuous viewer position (vx, vy). Specifi-
cally, α = max(αx, αy), with

and similarly for αy.

Here, all coordinates are expressed in the [0 . . . n−1] range of the clipmap grid, and w
is the transition width (chosen to be n/10). The desired property is that α evaluates to
0 except in the transition region, where it ramps up linearly to reach 1 at the outer
perimeter. Figure 2-3a (on page 29) shows the evaluation of the parameter α within the
transition regions in purple.

For geometric blending, we linearly interpolate between the current (fine-level) eleva-
tion zf and the elevation zc at the same (x, y) location in the next-coarser level:

In the general case, the sample location lies on an edge of the coarser grid, and zc is
obtained by averaging the two coarse samples on the edge endpoints. We could perform
this computation at runtime, but it would require a total of three vertex-texture
lookups (one for zf and two for zc = (zc1 + zc2)/2) and vertex-texture reads are currently
expensive (Gerasimov et al. 2004).

Instead, we compute zc as part of the clipmap update, and pack both zf and zc into the
same 1-channel floating-point texture. We achieve this by storing zf into the integer
part of the float, and the difference zd = zc − zf (scaled) into the fractional part. The
packing is done in the pixel shader of the upsampling stage (see Section 2.4.1).
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Listing 2-1 is the High-Level Shader Language (HLSL) vertex program for clipmap
rendering.

Listing 2-1. Vertex Shader Code for Rendering a Clipmap Level

struct OUTPUT {

vector pos   : POSITION;

float2 uv    : TEXCOORD0; // coordinates for normal-map lookup

float z     : TEXCOORD1; // coordinates for elevation-map lookup

float alpha : TEXCOORD2; // transition blend on normal map

};

uniform float4 ScaleFactor, FineBlockOrig;

uniform float2 ViewerPos, AlphaOffset, OneOverWidth;

uniform float ZScaleFactor, ZTexScaleFactor;

uniform matrix WorldViewProjMatrix;

// Vertex shader for rendering the geometry clipmap

OUTPUT RenderVS(float2 gridPos: TEXCOORD0)

{

OUTPUT output;

// convert from grid xy to world xy coordinates

//  ScaleFactor.xy: grid spacing of current level

//  ScaleFactor.zw: origin of current block within world

float2 worldPos = gridPos * ScaleFactor.xy + ScaleFactor.zw;

// compute coordinates for vertex texture

//  FineBlockOrig.xy: 1/(w, h) of texture

//  FineBlockOrig.zw: origin of block in texture

float2 uv = gridPos * FineBlockOrig.xy + FineBlockOrig.zw;

// sample the vertex texture

float zf_zd = tex2Dlod(ElevationSampler, float4(uv, 0, 1));

// unpack to obtain zf and zd = (zc - zf)

//  zf is elevation value in current (fine) level

//  zc is elevation value in coarser level

float zf = floor(zf_zd);

float zd = frac(zf_zd) * 512 - 256; // (zd = zc - zf)

2.3 Rendering 37
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Listing 2-1 (continued). Vertex Shader Code for Rendering a Clipmap Level

// compute alpha (transition parameter) and blend elevation

float2 alpha = clamp((abs(worldPos - ViewerPos) –

AlphaOffset) * OneOverWidth, 0, 1);

alpha.x = max(alpha.x, alpha.y);

float z = zf + alpha.x * zd;

z = z * ZScaleFactor;

output.pos = mul(float4(worldPos.x, worldPos.y, z, 1),

WorldViewProjMatrix);

output.uv = uv;

output.z = z * ZTexScaleFactor;

output.alpha = alpha.x;

return output;

}

2.3.6 The Pixel Shader
The pixel shader accesses the normal map and shades the surface. We let the normal
map have twice the resolution of the geometry, because one normal per vertex is too
blurry. The normal map is incrementally computed from the geometry whenever the
clipmap is updated (see Section 2.4.3).

For smooth shading transitions, the shader looks up the normals for the current level
and the next-coarser level and blends them using the α value computed in the vertex
shader. Normally this would require two texture lookups. Instead, we pack the two
normals as (Nx, Ny, Ncx, Ncy) in a single four-channel, 8-bit-per-channel texture, implic-
itly assuming Nz = 1 and Ncz = 1. We must therefore renormalize after unpacking.

Shading color is obtained using a lookup into a z-based 1D texture map.

Listing 2-2 shows the HLSL pixel program for clipmap rendering.

Listing 2-2. Pixel Shader Code for Rendering a Clipmap Level

// Parameters uv, alpha, and z are interpolated from vertex shader.

// Two texture samplers have min and mag filters set to linear:

//   NormalMapSampler:   2D texture containing normal map,

//   ZBasedColorSampler: 1D texture containing elevation-based color

uniform float3 LightDirection;

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps
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Listing 2-2 (continued). Pixel Shader Code for Rendering a Clipmap Level

// Pixel shader for rendering the geometry clipmap

float4 RenderPS(float2 uv    : TEXCOORD0,

float z     : TEXCOORD1,

float alpha : TEXCOORD2) : COLOR

{

float4 normal_fc = tex2D(NormalMapSampler, uv);

// normal_fc.xy contains normal at current (fine) level

// normal_fc.zw contains normal at coarser level

// blend normals using alpha computed in vertex shader

float3 normal = float3((1 - alpha) * normal_fc.xy +

alpha * (normal_fc.zw), 1);

// unpack coordinates from [0, 1] to [-1, +1] range, and renormalize

normal = normalize(normal * 2 - 1);

// compute simple diffuse lighting

float s = clamp(dot(normal, LightDirection), 0, 1);

// assign terrain color based on its elevation

return s * tex1D(ZBasedColorSampler, z);

}

2.4 Update
As the viewer moves through the environment, each clipmap window translates within
its pyramid level so as to remain centered about the viewer; thus, the window must be
updated accordingly. Because viewer motion is coherent, generally only a small L-shaped
region of the window needs to be incrementally processed each frame. Also, the relative
motion of the viewer within the windows decreases exponentially at coarser levels, so
coarse levels seldom require updating.

We update the active clipmap levels in coarse-to-fine order. Recall that each clipmap
level stores two textures: a single-channel floating-point elevation map, and a four-
channel, 8-bit-per-channel normal map. During the update step, we modify regions of
these textures by rendering to them using a pixel shader.

To avoid having to translate the existing data, we perform all accesses toroidally as illus-
trated in Figure 2-8. That is, we use wraparound addressing to position the clipmap
window within the texture image. Under this toroidal access, the L-shaped update region

2.4 Update 39
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usually becomes a + shape, shown in red in Figure 2-8. We write to this region by ren-
dering two quads. Note that three or four quads may be needed if the update region
wraps across the texture boundary.

To facilitate terrain compression and synthesis, elevation data in the update region is
first predicted by upsampling the coarser level, and a residual signal is then added to
provide the detail. The next sections describe the three basic steps of the update proc-
ess: upsampling the coarser-level elevation data, adding the residuals, and computing
the normal map.

2.4.1 Upsampling
The finer-level geometry is predicted from the coarser one using an interpolatory sub-
division scheme. We use the tensor-product version of the well-known four-point sub-
division curve interpolant, which has mask weights (−1⁄16, 9⁄16, 9⁄16, −1⁄16)(Kobbelt 1996).
This upsampling filter has the desirable property of being C 1 smooth.

Depending on the position of the sample in the grid (even-even, even-odd, odd-even,
odd-odd), a different mask is used. For an even-even pixel, only 1 texture lookup is
needed because the sample is simply interpolated; for an odd-odd pixel, 4×4 texture
lookups are needed; the remaining two cases require 4 texture lookups. On the CPU,
the mask to be used can be easily deduced using an “if ” statement. However, branch

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps

Figure 2-8. Processing a Toroidal Update
(a) Elevation map before update. (b) Viewer motion in green and update region in red. (c) Elevation
map after update.

(a) (b) (c)
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statements are expensive in the pixel shader. Hence, we always do 16 texture lookups
but apply a different mask based on a lookup in a 2×2 texture.

The HLSL code for the upsampling shader appears in Listing 2-3. Code for the missing
functions Upsample and ZCoarser is included on the accompanying CD.

Listing 2-3. Pixel Shader Code for Creating/Updating a Clipmap Elevation Map 

// residualSampler: 2D texture containing residuals, which can be

//  either decompressed data or synthesized noise

// p_uv: coordinates of the grid sample

uniform float2 Scale;

// Pixel shader for updating the elevation map

float4 UpsamplePS(float2 p_uv : TEXCOORD0) : COLOR

{

float2 uv = floor(p_uv);

// the Upsample() function samples the coarser elevation map

//  using a linear interpolatory filter with 4x4 taps

// (depending on the even/odd configuration of location uv,

//  it applies 1 of 4 possible masks)

float z_predicted = Upsample(uv);  // details omitted here

// add the residual to get the actual elevation

float residual = tex2D(residualSampler, p_uv * Scale);

float zf = z_predicted + residual;

// zf should always be an integer, since it gets packed

//  into the integer component of the floating-point texture

zf = floor(zf);

// compute zc by linearly interpolating the vertices of the

//  coarse-grid edge on which the sample p_uv lies

float zc = ZCoarser(uv);   // details omitted here

float zd = zc - zf;

// pack the signed difference zd into the fractional component

float zf_zd = zf + (zd + 256)/512;

return float4(zf_zd, 0, 0, 0);

}
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2.4.2 Residuals
The residuals added to the upsampled coarser data can come from either decompres-
sion or synthesis.

In the compressed representation, the residual data is encoded using image compres-
sion. We use a particular lossy image coder called PTC because it supports efficient
region-of-interest decoding (Malvar 2000). The CPU performs the decompression and
stores the result into a residual texture image.

Alternatively, we synthesize fractal detail by letting the residuals be uncorrelated Gauss-
ian noise (Fournier et al. 1982). This synthesis is made extremely fast on the GPU by
reading a small precomputed 2D texture containing Gaussian noise. We enable texture
wrapping to extend the Gaussian texture infinitely, and apply a small magnification to
the texture coordinates to break the regular periodicity. The superposition of noise
across the many resolution levels gives rise to a terrain without any visible repetitive
patterns, as Figure 2-9 shows.

2.4.3 Normal Map
The shader that updates the normal map for a level takes as input the elevation map at
the same level. It computes the current normal as the cross product of two grid-aligned
tangent vectors. Additionally, it does a texture lookup to gather the normal from the
coarser level. Finally, it packs (Nx, Ny, Ncx, Ncy) into the four-channel texture. The code
is included in the accompanying CD.

Chapter 2 Terrain Rendering Using GPU-Based Geometry Clipmaps

Figure 2-9. On-the-Fly Terrain Synthesis
(a) Coarse geometry plus zero residuals. (b) Coarse geometry plus synthesized noise.

(a) (b)
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2.5 Results and Discussion
Our main data set is a 216,000×93,600 height map of the conterminous United States
at 30-meter spacing and 1.0-meter vertical resolution. It compresses by a factor of more
than 100 and therefore fits in only 355 MB of system memory. We render this terrain
into a 1024×768 window on a PC with a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4, 1 GB system memory,
and an NVIDIA GeForce 6800 GT.

Rendering rate: For L = 11 levels of size n = 255, we obtain 130 frames/sec with view
frustum culling, at a rendering rate of 60 million triangles/sec. The use of a vertex-
texture lookup is a bottleneck, since removing the lookup increases rendering rate to
185 frames/sec. (For n = 127, the rate with vertex textures is 298 frames/sec.)

Update rate: Table 2-2 shows the processing times for the various steps of the update
process, for the extreme case of updating a whole level at once. Decompression on the
CPU is clearly the bottleneck of the update process.

Final frame rate: For decompressed terrains, the system maintains a rate of around 87
frames/sec during viewer motion, and for synthesized terrains, the frame rate is about
120 frames/sec.

Table 2-2. Update Times for Processing an Entire 255×255 Level
These are worst-case numbers because, in general, during smooth viewer motions, only small
fractions of a full level need be updated per frame.

Previous Implementation* GPU-Based Implementation
Upsampling 3 ms 1.0 ms
Decompression 8 ms 8 ms**
Synthesis 3 ms ∼0 ms
Normal-Map Computation 11 ms 0.6 ms

*  Losasso and Hoppe 2004.
**Still on the CPU.

2.6 Summary and Improvements
We have presented a GPU implementation of the geometry clipmap framework. The
representation of geometry using regular grids allows nearly all computation to proceed
on the graphics card, thereby offloading work from the CPU. The system supports
interactive flight over a 20-billion-sample grid of the U.S. data set stored in just 355
MB of memory at around 90 frames/sec.
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2.6.1 Vertex Textures
Geometry clipmaps use vertex textures in a very special, limited way: the texels are ac-
cessed essentially in raster-scan order, and in one-to-one correspondence with vertices.
Thus, we can hope for future mechanisms that would allow increased rendering
efficiency.

2.6.2 Eliminating Normal Maps
It should be possible to directly compute normals in the pixel shader by accessing four
filtered samples of the elevation map. At present, vertex texture lookups require that the
elevation maps be stored in 32-bit floating-point images, which do not support efficient
bilinear filtering.

2.6.3 Memory-Free Terrain Synthesis
Fractal terrain synthesis is so fast on the GPU that we can consider regenerating the
clipmap levels during every frame, thereby saving video memory. We allocate two tex-
tures, T1 and T2, and toggle between them as follows. Let T1 initially contain the coarse
geometry used to seed the synthesis process. First, we use T1 as a source texture in the
update pixel shader to upsample and synthesize the next-finer level into the destination
texture T2. Second, we use T1 as a vertex texture to render its clipmap ring. Then, we
swap the roles of the two textures and iterate the process until all levels are synthesized
and rendered. Initial experiments are extremely promising, with frame rates of about 
59 frames/sec using L = 9 levels.
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